Abstract-Search engine technology plays an important role in web information retrieval. However, with Internet information explosion, traditional searching techniques cannot provide satisfactory result due to problems such as huge number of result Web pages, unintuitive ranking etc. Therefore, the reorganization and post-processing of Web search results have been extensively studied to help user effectively obtain useful information. This paper has basically three parts. First part is the review study on how the keyword is expanded through truncation or wildcards (which is a little known feature but one of the most powerful one) by using various symbols like * or! The primary goal in designing this is to restrict ourselves by just mentioning the keyword using the truncation or wildcard symbols rather than expanding the keyword into sentential form. The second part of this paper gives a brief idea about the tolerance rough set approach to clustering the search results. In tolerance rough set approach we use a tolerance factor considering which we cluster the information rich search result and discard the rest. But it may so happen that the discarded results do have some information which may not be up to the tolerance level; still they do contain some information regarding the query. The third part depicts a proposed algorithm based on the above two and thus solving the above mentioned problem that usually arise in the tolerance rough set approach . The main goal of this paper is to develop a search technique through which the information retrieval will be very fast, reducing the amount of extra labor needed on expanding the query.
INTRODUCTION
With rapid development of Internet technologies and Web explosion, searching useful information from huge amount of Web pages becomes an extremely difficult task. Currently Internet search engines are the most important tools for Web information acquisition. Based on techniques such as Web page content analysis, linkage analysis, etc., search engines locate a collection of related Web pages with relevance rankings according to user's query. However, current search results usually contain large amount of Web pages, or are with unintuitive rankings, which makes it inconvenient for users to find the information they need. Therefore, techniques for improving the organization and presentation of the search results have recently attracted a lot of research interest. The typical techniques for reorganizing search results include Web page clustering, document summarization, relevant information extraction, search result visualization, etc. Wildcards are one of the searching techniques which are further improved to provide an effective way of searching according to the user's specification. One approach to manage large results set is by clustering. Tolerance Rough Set Model (TRSM) was developed [1, 2] as basis to model documents and terms in information retrieval, text mining, etc. With its ability to deal with vagueness and fuzziness, tolerance rough set seems to be promising tool to model relations between terms and documents.
The earliest work on clustering results were done by Pedersen, Hearst et al. on Scather/Gather system [12] , followed with application to web documents and search results by Zamir et al. [15, 19] to create Grouper based on novel algorithm Suffix Tree Clustering. Inspired by their work, a Carrot framework was created to facilitate research on clustering search results. This has encouraged others to contribute new clustering algorithms under the Carrot framework like LINGO, AHC. Other clustering algorithms were proposed for, Semantic Hierarchical Online Clustering using Latent Semantic Indexing to cluster Chinese search results or Class Hierarchy Construction Algorithm by Schenker et al [20] .
In this paper, we propose an algorithm based on the search results obtained by using wildcards or truncations and then applying the Tolerance Rough Set concept for clustering the search results. The rest of the paper is arranged like this, Section I gives the introductory concepts of Web acquisition concepts with the keyword searching with it's advantages and truncation mechanism , In section II, we present the abstracted view of the document clustering with it's definition, information retrieval , vector space model and other models. Section III focuses on Tolerance Rough Set Model, Section IV describes our proposed algorithm and finally section V depicts the conclusion.
A. Keyword Searching
Keyword searching permits you to search a database for the occurrence of specific words or terms, regardless of where they may appear in the database record. For example, even if the word appears in the middle of the title of an article, or anywhere in the abstract, you can still search for it. Keyword searching was made possible by computers; essentially, the computer looks for any group of characters that has a space on either side of it, considers it a "word,"
http://ijacsa.thesai.org/ and indexes it. The computer takes this task very literally. Even typos, ("philosophy"), incorrect spellings ("archaeology"), or words that were accidentally typed together without a space between them ("for example"), will be found by the computer and indexed, exactly the way they appear.
B. Advantages of Keyword Searching
There are many advantages to keyword searching [4, 5] : you can locate a very specific reference, even if it is only mentioned a single time. You can use the most current terminology, jargon, or "buzzwords" being used in a discipline, even when no official subject headings exist yet for the concept. You can combine keywords in various ways to create a very detailed and specific search query; the actual search as you enter it is known as a search statement. As you begin to search for information on your topic, develop a list of keywords and phrases that represent the most important aspects of your topic. Background information located in books and reference sources can be useful sources for these keywords. Try to come up with at least three words to describe each concept, grouping the keywords by concept. You can then use these keywords to "ask" the computer to search for the specific words and phrases on your list.
For example, if you were researching the effect of the media on body image and eating disorders, your keyword lists might look like this: 
C. Truncation
Truncation [9, 10, 11] allows you to search for alternate forms of words. Shorten the word to its root, then add a special character (*, $, l). When truncating, be sure to include enough of the search word to make it meaningful. For Example, if you wanted to search for alternative forms of the word advertising, a good choice would be to truncate it as "advertis." This will search words such as advertise, advertising, and advertisement. You wouldn't, however, want to truncate after the adv. If you did, your search would include words such as advantage, advance, adventure, advice, etc.
Different indexes and databases [3] use different symbols after the root word to accomplish truncation. If you are unsure of the truncation symbol for the database you are using, consult the help section for that resource. The most common truncation symbols are: *, $, !. 
A. General Definition
Clustering is an established and widely known technique for grouping data. It has been recognized and found successful applications in various areas like data mining [6, 7] , statistics and information retrieval [1, 8] .
Let D ={d 1 ,d 2 ,d 3 ……..d n } be a set of objects, and δ (d i ,d j ) denote a similarity measure between objects d i , d j Clustering then can be define as a task of finding the decomposition of D into K clusters C = {c 1 ,c 2 ,…….c k } so that each object is assigned to a cluster and the ones belonging to the same cluster are similar to each other (regarding the similarity measure d), while as dissimilar as possible to objects from other clusters. There are numerous clustering algorithms ranging from vector-space based, model-based (mixture resolving) to graph-theoretic spectral approaches. However, when concerning application to text, algorithms based on vector space are the most frequently used. In this work we will concentrate on vector space and provide a detail analysis of vector-based algorithms for document clustering. A readers interested in other clustering approaches is referred to [6, 7, 10] .
B. Clustering in Information Retrieval
In the figure 1 while clustering has been used in various task of Information Retrieval (IR) [11, 13] , it can be noticed that there are two main research themes in document clustering: as a tool to improve retrieval performance and as a way to organizing large collection of documents. Document clustering for retrieval purposes originates from the Cluster Hypothesis [15] which states that closely associated documents tend to be relevant to the same requests. By grouping similar documents together, one hopes that relevant documents will be separated from irrelevant ones, thus performance of retrieval in the clustered space can be improved. The second trend represented by [6, 10] found clustering to be a useful tool when browsing large collection of documents. Recently, it has been used in [15, 16] for grouping results returned from web search engine into thematically related cluster.
Several aspects need to be considered when approaching document clustering.
C. Vector Space Model and Document Representation
http://ijacsa.thesai.org/ While in some domain such as data mining, objects of interest are frequently given in the form of feature/attributes vector, documents are given as sequences of words. Therefore, to be able to perform document clustering, an appropriate representation for document is needed. The most popular method is to represent documents as vectors in multidimensional space. Each dimension is equivalent to a distinct term (word) in the document collection. Due to the nature of text documents, the number of distinct terms (words) can be extremely large, counting in thousands for a relatively small to medium text collection. Computation in that high-dimensional space is prohibitively expensive and sometimes even impossible (e.g. memory size restriction). It is also obvious that not all words in the document are equally useful in describing its contents. Therefore, documents needs to be preprocessed to determine most appropriate terms for describing document semantic -index terms.
Assume
Equation (1) where w ij is a weight for the j-th term in document d i .
D. Term Frequency -Inverse Document Frequency Weighting
The most frequently used weighting scheme is TD*IDF [2] (term frequency -inverse document frequency) and its variations. The rationale behind TD*IDF is that terms that has high number of occurrences in a document (tf factor ), are better characterization of document's semantic content than terms that occurs only a few times. However, terms that appears frequently in most documents in the collection will have little value in distinguishing document's content, thus the idf factor is used to downplay the role of terms that appears often in the whole collection.
In our work, we can construct a table containing the potential query refinement terms are selected from the top search results returned by the underlying Web search engine. However, rather than collecting the actual document contents, the frequency statistics are based only on the title and snippet provided by the underlying search engine. The title is often descriptive of the information within the document, and the snippet contains contextual information regarding the use of the query terms within the document. These both provide valuable information about the documents in the search results.
Let t 1 ……. t m denotes terms in the document corpus and d 1 ….. d n are documents in the corpus. In TD*IDF, the weight for each term t j in document di is defined [13] as w ij = tf ij * log (n / df j ) Equation (2) where tf ij (term frequency, tf) -number of times term tj occurs in document d i , df j (document frequency) -number of documents in the corpus in which term tj occurs. The factor log (N/df j ) is called inverse document frequency (idf) of term.
III. TOLERANCE ROUGH SET MODEL
Tolerance Rough Set Model (TRSM) was developed [17, 18, 19 ] as basis to model documents and terms in information retrieval, text mining, etc. With its ability to deal with vagueness and fuzziness, tolerance rough set seems to be promising tool to model relations between terms and documents. In many information retrieval problems, especially in document clustering, defining the relation (i.e. similarity or distance) between document-document, termterm or term-document is essential. In Vector Space Model, is has been noticed [18, 20] that a single document is usually represented by relatively few terms. This results in zerovalued similarities which decreases quality of clustering. The application of TRSM in document clustering was proposed as a way to enrich document and cluster representation with the hope of increasing clustering performance. 
A. Tolerance Space of Terms
The idea is to capture conceptually related index terms into classes. For this purpose, the tolerance relation R is determined as the co-occurrence of index terms in all documents from D. The choice of co-occurrence of index terms to define tolerance relation is motivated by its meaningful interpretation of the semantic relation in context of IR and its relatively simple and efficient computation.
B. Tolerance Class of Term
Let f D (t i , t j ) denotes the number of documents in D in which both terms t i and t j occurs. The uncertainty function I with regards to threshold θ is defined as
Equation (4) Clearly, the above function satisfies conditions of being reflexive: t i Є I θ (t i ) and symmetric: t j Є I θ (t i )  t i Є I θ (t j ) for any t i , t j Є T .Thus, the tolerance relation I T X T can be defined by means of function I:
Equation (5) where I θ (t i ) is the tolerance class of the index term t i . In context of Information Retrieval, a tolerance class represents a concept that is characterized by terms it contains. By varying the threshold θ (e.g. relatively to the size of document collection), one can control the degree of relatedness of words in tolerance classes (or in other words the preciseness of the concept represented by a tolerance class).
To measure degree of inclusion of one set in another, vague inclusion function is defined as:
It is clear that this function is monotonous with respect to the second argument. The membership function μ for t i Є T, X T is then defined as:
Equation (7) With the assumption that the set of index terms T doesn't change in the application, all tolerance classes of terms are considered as structural subsets: P (I θ (t i ))= 1 for all t i Є T.
Finally, the lower and upper approximations of any subset X T can be determined with the obtained tolerance R = (T, I, υ, P) respectively as:
Equation (9) One interpretation of the given approximations can be as follows: if we treat X as a concept described vaguely by index terms it contains, then U R (X) is the set of concepts that share some semantic meanings with X, while L R (X) is a "core" concept of X.
C. Extended Weighting Scheme for Upper Approximation
To assign weight values for document's vector, the TF*IDF weighting scheme is used. In order to employ approximations for document, the weighting scheme need to be extended to handle terms that occurs in document's upper approximation but not in the document itself (or terms that occurs in the document but not in document's lower approximation). The extended weighting scheme is defined as:
Equation (10) where wij is the weight for term tj in document di.
The extension ensures that each terms occurring in upper approximation of di but not in di, has a weight smaller than the weight of any terms in di. Normalization by vector's length is then applied to all document vectors:
IV.
IV PROPOSED ALGORITHM Our proposed algorithm works as follows:
 In the first step, the user gives the initial term or a long query using wildcard or truncation symbols (placing it anywhere in the term or query).  Then in the second step the first 20 results are viewed and scanned thoroughly.  The third step is to represent the result into a table.
The term or the entire query occurring for highest number of times are calculated and are placed accordingly in the table.  After displaying the table we would use the Tolerance Rough set approach and select the most appropriate or nearest search result and cluster them into one group according to the priority order.  Then rather than discarding all the discarded search result we would again apply tolerance rough set approach to cluster them further as some more appropriate search result could be obtained. We can name it as "Rough search result".
Step 1
Since this algorithm is applied in the post processing phase so any kind of Information Retrieval tool can be used. This returns a list of documents like Google or Yahoo.
Step2
a. The first 20 results are taken into consideration. b. In this step the search result produced can contain the whole term or a part of the term along with some other relevant terms for which we have used the symbols(* ,?). Step 3 a. Now the weight of each data or term is calculated that has occurred for highest number of times. b. A table is formed having the frequency value along with the specific term with the type of data, which has occurred for the highest number of times. c. The table can contain highest frequency value first with the lowest term value at last or vice-versa.
Step 4 Step 5 Now here the main factor is taken into consideration. It may happen the discarded results do contain some meaningful information that the user might want to refer or have.
Here again use the tolerance rough set approach to the discarded results and again use a global threshold similarity function and cluster the appropriate results and name them as "Rough Search result".
These "Rough search results " are then displayed in a different section but in the same page where the Original tolerance set was displayed ,so that a user can also have a quick reference to get some or other needed information.
V. CONCLUSION This paper has presented an interactive method for term or query Expansion using wildcards or truncation searching techniques (*.l, $) based on term weighting , tolerance rough set model and later clustering the roughness found. The method is found on the fact that documents contain some terms with high information content, which can summarize their subject matter. Those terms can be found out efficiently through this proposed algorithm. This particular algorithm helps us to save much some useful information that we generally omit during rough set analysis. But each day is passing and new advancements are coming into light. So, our future aspects would be to implement this strategy and make it more efficient to deal with. Also, our target would be to implement this strategy into various fields and industry to see how efficiently it works and also comparing it with other searching techniques so that we can make this as one of the best searching technique ever used till date.
